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1 Introduction

Mongolian is a Mongolic language spoken in northeastern Asia. Speakers of Mongolian are

concentrated in the Republic of Mongolia (ROM) and in the Inner Mongolia Autonomous

Region (IMAR) within the People’s Republic of China. Speakers of other Mongolic lan-

guages are found in these areas as well, and also in the Russian Federation (Republics of

Buryatia and Kalmykia) and elsewhere in China (Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region

and Qinghai, Gansu, Jilin, Liaoning and Heilongjiang provinces.)

This study compares the phonology of three major subgroups of Mongolian: Halh,

which is spoken in most of the Republic of Mongolia, Tsahar, which is spoken in central

Inner Mongolia, and Horchin, which is spoken in eastern Inner Mongolia. These vari-

eties are all considered part of Mongolian proper and are all mutually comprehensible,

although regional accents are perceptible and differences in pronunciation occasionally

impede comprehension. They have been in contact with each other throughout their his-

tory and shared a common writing system (Uigurjin Mongolian script) for about 700

years, from the time of Chingis Haan until the mid-twentieth century when the Repub-

lic of Mongolia adopted the Cyrillic alphabet.1 The ISO 639-3 codes are KHK for Halh

Mongolian and MVF for all of the Southern Mongolian dialects (Lewis, 2009). The Mon-

golian dialects can be broadly divided into Northern, Southern, and Eastern, represented

by Halh, Tsahar and Horchin respectively. Halh, Tsahar and Horchin also each contain

regional subvarieties.

All are assumed to descend from a common ancestor, Old Mongolian, which was

spoken in the same territories. An overview of Old Mongolian phonology is provided for

reference, but the reconstruction (from Svantesson et al., 2005) is based on a comparison

between various writing systems that were used from the thirteenth to the fifteenth

centuries, namely Uighur Mongolian script, Chinese characters, Arabic script, and the

‘Phags-pa phonetic alphabet. A complete reconstruction of Proto-Mongolic based on

1Mongolian terms here are given in transliteration from the Cyrillic orthography, because it maps to

the Roman alphabet more straightforwardly than Uigurjin. However, the titles and authors of sources

published in Uigurjin are given in transliteration from Uigurjin.
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evidence from both historical texts and modern dialects is not yet available (cf. Svantesson

et al., 2005:98).

The purpose of this study is to present information from published phonologies of each

dialect in such a way that the major varieties can be easily compared and their points

of divergence systematically described. The material for Halh is drawn from Svantesson

et al. (2005). The material for Tsahar is drawn mainly from Norjin (1998) and Iivonen

and Harnud (2005). The material for Horchin is from Bayancogtu (2002) and Secenba-

gatur et al. (2005). The material for Baarin is drawn from Svantesson et al. (2005) and

Secenbagatur et al. (2005). To make these different accounts comparable, phonetic tran-

scriptions have been converted to a unified system. All symbol substitutions are based

on the phonetic features indicated by the authors.

2 Overview of the phonology of Mongolian

This section presents the consonant and vowel inventories of Old Mongolian, Halh, Tsahar

and Horchin, along with a brief discussion of vowel harmony.

2.1 Consonant systems

The varieties of Mongolian discussed here each have about 17-19 consonant phonemes, not

counting palatalized alternates. Shared aspects of the consonant systems are presented

below, followed by inventories for Old Mongolian, Halh, Tsahar and Horchin.

Plosives and affricates are either voiceless unaspirated or voiceless aspirated. All va-

rieties contain bilabial, dental/alveolar, and velar plosives. There is a contrast between

voiceless unaspirated and voiceless aspirated plosives in all varieties, but the aspirated

bilabial and velar /ph/ and /kh/ are marginal or absent in some dialects. The velars have

uvular allophones conditioned by vowel harmony.

There may be a difference in the place of articulation of /t, th/ across varieties, since

the sources describe them variously as dental (Svantesson et al., 2005), alveolar (Norjin,

1998), and apical (Bayancogtu, 2002). On the other hand, the difference may simply

be one of terminology, since none of these sources explicitly indicates this as a point of

variation.

Affricates have two places of articulation, dental or alveolar and alveopalatal. All

varieties have alveopalatal affricates, but only Halh and some varieties spoken on the

Halh-Tsahar border have the dental or alveolar affricates (see Section 3.1 for further

discussion).

Fricatives are voiceless. The dental or alveolar /s/, alveolopalatal /S/, and velar /x/

are present in all varieties. Voiced fricatives may occur as intervocalic allophones of

unaspirated stops.
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The sonorants common to all varieties include three nasal stops, bilabial /m/, dental

or alveolar /n/, and velar /N/; bilabial and palatal approximants /w/ and /j/; an alveolar

trill /r/, and at least one alveolar lateral.

2.1.1 Halh Consonants

The two major characteristics which distinguish the Halh consonant system from other

varieties of Modern Mongolian are the presence of two sets of affricates (dental and

alveo-palatal) and a series of palatalized consonants. Table 1 gives the main consonant

inventory, including marginal forms in parentheses and major allophones in square brack-

ets. The palatalized forms are given in Table 2.

Table 1: Halh Consonant Phonemes

labial dental alveo-palatal palatal velar uvular

plosives
(ph) th

p t g å

affricates
tsh tSh

ts tS

fricatives s S x [X]

nasals m n N [ð]

lateral fricatives
Ð

(ì)

rhotics r

glides w j

The set of palatalized consonants in Halh includes labials, dentals and velars.

Table 2: Halh Palatalized Consonants

labial dental velar

plosives
(phj) thj

pj tj gj

nasals mj nj

laterals Ðj

rhotics rj

approximants wj

There are no palatalized affricates.
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2.1.2 Tsahar Consonants

The Tsahar consonant system is very similar to Halh. One difference is in the affricates

/tsh, ts/, which Norjin (1998) lists as marginal because they are only present in certain

subvarieties of Tsahar, namely Sönid, Shiliin Gol and Ulaanchab. This is related to one of

the major shifts distinguishing varieties of Modern Mongolian; see Section 10 for further

discussion.

The uvular allophones of velar consonants are indicated in square brackets. Marginal

phonemes are in parenthesis. One sound which is considered fully phonemic in Tsahar

but marginal in Halh is /ph/ and /kh/. Tsahar has the additional marginal phoneme /F/.

Table 3: Consonant Phonemes in Tsahar (after Norjin (1998))

labial denti-alv. alv. alv.-pal. pal.-alv. palatal velar

plosives
ph th (kh)

p t k [q]

affricates
(tsh) tSh

(ts) tS

fricatives (F) s S x [X]

nasals m n N [ð]

laterals
l

(ì)

trills r

approximants w j

The set of palatalized consonants in Tsahar includes the labials, alveolars, and velars.

Table 4: Tsahar Palatalized Consonants

labial alveolar velar

plosives
phj thj

pj tj kj

nasals mj nj

laterals lj

rhotics rj

approximants wj

There are no palatalized affricates.
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2.1.3 Horchin consonants

Horchin differs from Halh and Tsahar mainly in not having palatalized consonants. In

addition, /p/ and /k/ are both fully phonemic, and the voiceless lateral ì is absent.

Table 5: Consonant phonemes in Horchin (after Bayancogtu (2002))

bilabial alveolar alveo-palatal palatal velar

plosives
ph th kh

p t k

affricates tS

fricatives s S x

nasals m n N

laterals l

rhotic/trill r

approximants w j

The main source for Horchin, Bayancogtu (2002), lists no uvular allophones for velar

stops in Horchin. Therefore, they are omitted from this chart. However, it is possible that

Bayancogtu has simply chosen a broader transcription.

2.2 Vowel systems

The vowel inventories vary widely across dialects, from 7 distinct vowel qualities in Old

Mongolian and Modern Halh to 12 in Tsahar and 10 in Horchin. What all the modern

varieties have in common is a quantity distinction between long and short vowels; vowel

harmony; and rounding harmony.

Modern Mongolian vowels observe a length contrast which was not present in Old

Mongolian. Acoustical studies show that, in initial syllables, the length contrast is ex-

pressed primarily as a difference in duration, with no difference in quality except that

short vowels tend to be slightly centralized (Iivonen and Harnud, 2005; Svantesson et al.,

2005).

In non-initial syllables, vowels are significantly reduced, changing the nature of the

length contrast: non-initial ‘long’ vowels are similar in quality and duration to initial

short vowels, and short vowels consist of reduced vowels epenthetically inserted during

syllabification. The long ∼ short distinction in the first syllable can be said to be phone-

mically parallel to the full ∼ reduced distinction in subsequent syllables, although the

reduced vowels are probably not present in the underlying representation (Svantesson et

al., 2005).
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The descriptions of vowel systems given below will focus on vowel qualities while

ignoring length contrasts, epenthetic vowels, and reduced vowels, since these aspects

seem to be similar in all varieties.

Three or four features can be used to distinguish the vowels of Mongolian, depending

on the size of the vowel inventory in a particular dialect. For Old Mongolian, the features

[open], [round] and [back] are used, following Svantesson et al. (2005). For the modern

dialects, the feature [back] is changed to [pharyngeal], following all sources (see Section

2.2.5 for notes on the feature [pharyngeal]). Since the larger inventories in Tsahar and

Horchin arise from the historical process of palatalization, the feature [palatal] is added

for those dialects. The 7 vowels descended from Old Mongolian *i, *e, *a, *y, *u, *ø, *o

are listed in the same order on each chart, followed by additional vowels in Tsahar and

Horchin.

2.2.1 Old Mongolian vowels

Old Mongolian is generally agreed to have had 7 vowels. In non-initial syllables, only five

vowels can be reconstructed, since all of the writing systems merge *y, *u and *ø, *o in

non-initial syllables.

Evidence from the writing systems also suggests that there was no distinction between

long and short vowels in Old Mongolian. Long vowels may have arisen after deletion of

intervocalic *h. The basis for vowel harmony was backness, and there was no rounding

harmony. The vowel *i was neutral to vowel harmony, as it is in Modern Mongolian. This

analysis of Old Mongolian follows Svantesson et al. (2005).

Table 6 illustrates the distinctive features of Old Mongolian vowels.

Table 6: Old Mongolian vowel features

open round back

i - - -

e + - -

a + - +

y - + -

u - + +

ø + + -

o + + +

Pairs of [-back] and [+back] vowels were in complementary distribution as follows: *e

∼ *a, *y ∼ *u, and *ø ∼ *o.
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2.2.2 Halh vowels

Halh has the same number of vowels as Old Mongolian. Some of the vowel qualities are

different, and the basis for vowel harmony has changed from backness to pharyngeality.

The features shown here are those given by Svantesson et al. (2005).

Table 7: Halh vowel features

open round phar.

i - - -

e + - -

a + - +

u - + -

U - + +

o + + -

O + + +

The pairs of vowels in complementary distribution for vowel harmony are e ∼ a, u ∼

U, and o ∼ O.

2.2.3 Tsahar vowels

The Tsahar vowel inventory is larger than that of Halh or Old Mongolian, due to the

presence of palatalized vowels (discussed in section 3.3).

There is some disagreement between sources on the qualities of the vowels that corre-

spond to Halh /a, U, u, O, o/ and Horchin /A, U, u, O, o/. For Tsahar, Norjin (1998) gives

/A, U, 0, O, 8/, Secenbagatur et al. (2005) give /A, U, u, O, o/, and Iivonen and Harnud

(2005) give /a, o, u, O, U/. Iivonen and Harnud is the only source whose choice is based

explicitly on acoustic data, though Norjin’s choice appears to reflect similar phenomena.

To facilitate comparison, I will use /a, U, u, O, o/ for all three dialects, but it is worth

noting that there is probably a difference in practice.

The features given here are derived from Norjin’s account (1998:188) , translated

to be comparable with Svantesson et al.’s (2005) features for Halh. The feature Norjin

describes as [front] (Mongolian: urtuur) has been rendered here as [palatal] to highlight

the link with palatalization.
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Table 8: Tsahar vowel features

open round phar. pal.

i - - - +

@ + - - -

a + - + -

u - + - -

U - + + -

o + + - -

O + + + -

E + - + +

œ + + + +

Y - + + +

I - - + +

e + - - +

The vowels in complementary distribution are thus i ∼ I; @, e ∼ a, E; u, y ∼ Y, U; and

o ∼ O, œ. Note that Norjin identifies [+palatal] vowels which are [-pharyngeal], namely

/y/ and /e/. This conflicts with descriptions of the palatalization shift as only affecting

pharyngeal vowels (cf. other chapters in Norjin (1998) as well as Svantesson et al. (2005)),

and implies that Norjin’s [front] feature does not correspond exactly to ‘palatalized’. The

question of the historical origin of /y/ and /e/ remains open.

Another unusual aspect of the Tsahar vowel system revealed by Norjin’s featural

description is that /i/ may not be neutral.

2.2.4 Horchin vowels

The following featural description is taken from Bayancogtu (2002). Like Norjin’s, Bayancogtu’s

[front] has been changed to [palatal]. He describes one vowel as neither front nor back,

so it is given a zero value for [palatal] in the chart below.
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Table 9: Horchin vowel features

open round phar. pal.

i - - - +

@ + - - 0

a + - + -

u - + - -

U - + + -

o + + - -

O + + + -

E + - + +

œ + + + +

Y - + - +

The vowels in complementary distribution in Horchin are thus @ ∼ a, E; u ∼ U, Y; and

o ∼ O, œ.

2.2.5 Vowel harmony

This is a very general discussion of Mongolian vowel harmony, focusing on those as-

pects which have changed between Old Mongolian and Modern Mongolian, or which are

different across dialects of Modern Mongolian.

Mongolian vowel harmony divides vowels into two classes, with most dialects having

one neutral vowel as well. Morphologically, Mongolian is agglutinative and exclusively

suffixing, so vowel harmony applies to all syllables in a word and to all derivational and

inflectional suffixes. In the case of compound words, the parts of the compound retain

their original harmony class, and the last word in the compound determines the class of

the suffixes.

The [back] feature that conditioned vowel harmony in Old Mongolian (see section

2.2.1) is not valid for Modern Mongolian, given the phonetic properties of Modern Mon-

golian vowels. The feature [pharyngeal] is used instead. This feature is similar to [RTR]

‘retracted tongue root’, the counterpart of [ATR] ‘advanced tongue root’ (Svantesson

et al., 2005:8). Iivonen and Harnud (2005) use ‘lax’ and ‘tense’ for the vowel classes.

However, their study is focused on acoustic phonetics. Phonologically, the motivation for

choosing [pharyngeal] over [lax] as a feature is that it can then be used to describe the

spread of harmony to consonants as well as vowels.

Specifically, pharyngeal harmony affects dorsal consonants. There is an alternation

between velar [k, g, x, G, N] in nonpharyngeal words and uvular [q, å, X, K, ð] in pharyngeal

words.
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Linguists writing in Mongolian use the terms changa ‘constricted’ and höndii ‘hollow’,

which are equivalent to ‘pharyngeal’ and ‘nonpharyngeal’ respectively, and can likewise

be applied to vowels, consonants or entire words (cf. Norjin (1998), Bayancogtu (2002),

Secenbagatur et al. (2005)).

3 Three historical shifts

This section discusses three recent shifts which serve to distinguish among the main

varieties of Mongolian proper. These shifts are depalatalization of affricates, deaspiration

of initial stops, and vowel palatalization followed by loss of palatalized consonants. Halh

is distinguished by affricate depalatalization. Tsahar is distinguished by deaspiration and

vowel palatalization. The Eastern dialects, including Horchin, are distinguished by vowel

palatalization and loss of palatalized consonants.

3.1 Affricate depalatalization

Depalatalization here refers to a change in the place of articulation of affricates. This

innovation characterizes the Halh, Dariganga, Shiliin Gol, Ulaanchab and Sönid dialects.

Secenbagatur et al. identify the latter three as subvarieties of Tsahar (2005: 214-215),

while Svantesson et al. classify them as Halh based on this feature (2005: 142). In the

innovating dialects, alveo-palatal affricates become dental or alveolar affricates. The ex-

ception is where the affricate was followed by Old Mongolian *i. Table 10 shows two

cases of depalatalization in Halh and two cases where the original place of articulation

was maintained before *i. Old Mongolian, Tsahar, and Horchin are shown for comparison.

(Note that aspirated affricates in Horchin have undergone a separate change, fricativiza-

tion.)

Table 10: Depalatalization in Halh (from Svantesson et al. (2005:201))

‘time’ ‘stone’ ‘to bite’ ‘spear’

OM *tShak *tShilahun *tSahu *tSita

Tsahar tShak tShUlU tSU: tSIt

Horchin Sak SUlU tSU: tSEt

Halh tshag tShUlU tsU: tSat

The distinction between dental and alveolopalatal affricates that results from this

change bears a resemblance to the distinction also made in Halh between consonants

with and without a secondary palatal articulation. In both cases, ‘palatalization’ (or

lack of depalatalization) obtains in the presence of a following *i. On the other hand,
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the dialects which have lost the palatalized consonants (see Section 3.3 have kept the

alveopalatal affricates. Furthermore, consonants with palatal articulation occur only in

pharyngeal words, while the alveopalatal affricates can occur in both pharyngeal and non-

pharyngeal words. Despite the initial resemblance, other evidence suggests that these two

types of consonants are probably represented differently in the phonology.

3.2 Deaspiration

All varieties of Mongolian proper distinguish between aspirated and unaspirated stops

and affricates. Deaspiration neutralizes this contrast in certain contexts. Where an initial

aspirated consonant is followed in the same stem by another aspirated consonant or

voiceless fricative, and the two are separated by at most a short vowel, the first aspirated

consonant becomes unaspirated. The innovating dialects in this case are Tsahar, Ordos,

Naiman, and some southern and eastern varieties of Halh.

Table 11 shows deaspiration in Tsahar, with Old Mongolian and Northern (Standard)

Halh for comparison.

Table 11: Deaspiration in Tsahar (from Svantesson et al. (2005:206))

‘to pull’ ‘fat’ ‘ear’ ‘blood’ ‘China’ ‘blue’

OM *thatha *thosun *tShikhin *tShisun *khitht *khøkhe

Halh thath thOs tShix tshUs xjath@t xox

Tsahar tath tOs tSix tSUs kIthat kox

Table 12 shows contexts where deaspiration does not apply due to an intervening

consonant or a long vowel between the two aspirated or voiceless consonants.

Table 12: Contexts where Deaspiration does not apply (from Svantesson et al. (2005:206))

‘paper’ ‘old’ ‘cold’ ‘sweat’ ‘together’

OM *tShahalsun *khautShin *khøithen *khølesyn *khamthu

Halh tsha:s xU:tSh@N xuith@N xoÐs xamth

Tsahar tSha:s xU:tSh@N xi:th@N xols xamth

Note that the Old Mongolian intervocalic *h was deleted prior to Deaspiration, leaving

a long vowel (cf. ‘paper’ in Table 12). Also, Old Mongolian *kh is realized as a voiceless

fricative x outside of the deaspiration context (see ‘China’, ‘blue’, ‘sweat’, ‘together’ in

the tables above). This might suggest that kh
→ x lenition happened after deaspiration,
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though this would be surprising since the lenition seems to have occurred in all varieties

of Modern Mongolian.

3.3 Vowel palatalization and loss of palatalized consonants

Palatalization of consonants and vowels in the presence of *i is an important process in

Mongolian phonological history. It has passed through several stages. At the first stage,

Old Mongolian *i is presumed to have conditioned palatalization of the preceding conso-

nant. Then, after changes in the vowel system resulted in the assimilation or elimination

of *i in some positions, palatalized consonants in those positions became phonemic.

Modern Halh is at this stage in the development, where *i has been deleted and

palatalized consonants are fully distinctive. In other varieties a further development has

taken place. Consonant palatalization has spread to the preceding vowel, changing vowel

qualities from [a] to [E], from [O] to [œ], and from [U] to [Y].

Tsahar is currently going through this stage. It has acquired the vowels [E] and [œ],

but [Y] is still in unstable variation with [U], and the palatalized consonants are still

present.

The Eastern dialects, including Horchin, have undergone a complete shift from palatal-

ized consonant phonemes to palatalized vowel phonemes. The three vowels [E], [œ], and

[Y] are fully phonemic, and palatalized consonants have been completely lost.

Palatalization in Mongolian is limited to words with pharyngeal vowels. Since /i/ is

neutral to vowel harmony, it can occur in either class, but in words of the non-pharyngeal

class, *i did not trigger palatalization. Therefore, vowel palatalization only adds three

vowels to the inventory rather than six.

In Table 13, Baarin instead of Horchin represents the Eastern dialects, because this

data was not available for Horchin.

Table 13: Palatalized consonant loss and vowel palatalization (from Svantesson et al.

(2005:211))

‘life’ ‘to return’ ‘sheep’ ‘horse’ ‘to summon’ ‘destiny’

OM *amin *khari *khonin *morin *uri *khupi

Halh amj xarj xOnj mOrj Urj xUwj

Tsahar Emj xErj xœnj mœrj xYpj

Baarin Em xEr xœn mœr Yr xœp

The palatalized reflex of *u appears to be less predictable, as mentioned in Norjin

(1998).
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4 Conclusions and questions

This study has attempted to identify some phonological characteristics that might serve

to distinguish between three of the major dialects of Modern Mongolian, namely Halh,

Tsahar and Horchin. I have examined three criteria proposed by Svantesson et al. (2005):

Affricate Depalatalization, Deaspiration and Vowel Palatalization. Broadly speaking, it is

possible to divide these three dialects based on these criteria. Halh has Depalatalization,

Tsahar has Deaspiration and Vowel Palatalization, and Horchin has Vowel Palatalization

advanced to the point of losing palatalized consonants.

However, some subdialects traditionally classified as Tsahar (Sönid, Shiliin Gol and

Ulaanchab) also display Depalatalization. It would be helpful to know whether they also

have Vowel Palatalization in order to decide whether they belong simply to Halh, or to

an intermediate Northern Tsahar/Southern Halh dialect region.

From a diachronic perspective, the history of divergence between the Halh, Tsahar

and Horchin varieties is not obvious. Since only Halh has undergone Affricate Depalatal-

ization, it would appear that this shift occurred after Halh split off from Tsahar and

Horchin, while Vowel Palatalization occurred after Halh split off but before Tsahar and

Horchin diverged. This would indicate a closer relationship between Tsahar and Horchin.

However, this is complicated by the fact that Deaspiration is also present in some subva-

rieties of Halh and Affricate Depalatalization is present in some subvarieties of Tsahar.

This implies a closer relationship between Tsahar and Halh. Even if, following Svantesson

et al., we classify Sönid, Shiliin Gol and Ulaanchab as subdialects of Halh, the distribution

of Deaspiration still suggests that Tsahar and Halh are closely related.

The apparent contradiction suggests that some of these innovations may have spread

through contact between already-diverged dialects. In order to answer the question of

relatedness, it may be necessary to look more closely at the subdialects, or even to look

for evidence outside of phonology.
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